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ALTO CAPITAL III SELLS ITS STAKE IN DOLCIARIA VAL D’ENZA 

 

Alto Capital III (the “Fund”), private equity fund managed by Alto Partners S.G.R. 
S.p.A., has completed the sale of the 96.6% stake held in Dolciaria Val d'Enza 
S.p.A. (the "Company"), as part of the sale of 100% of the Company, including 
also the 3.4% owned by the manager Stefano Meloni. The buyer is the Irish 
Group Valeo Foods, European leader in the food industry with a portfolio of 
over 20 brands and revenues in excess of Euro 700 million, controlled by the 
private equity fund CapVest. 

Alto Capital III acquired the control of Dolciaria Val d'Enza from a group of 
managers in June 2015; the entrance of the Fund in the Company dates back to 
December 2013, with the acquisition of a minority stake. 

The financial support, granted by the Fund, allowed Dolciaria Val d'Enza to 
successfully pursue an important growth project, which has seen a radical 
transformation of the Company from an industrial, managerial and financial 
point of view. As a result of this process, Dolciaria Val d'Enza has become one of 
the Italian reference players in both modern trade and Ho.Re.Ca. channels in 
the pies and tartlets segment, under both the owned brand Dolci del Castello 
and private label. 

Before the entrance of the Fund, Dolciaria Val d'Enza reported a turnover of 
approx. Euro 10 million with a gross operating margin of 12%; during the last 
three years, the Company has significantly increased its turnover, closing the 
year 2016 with an historical record of Euro 18.3 million and with a significant 
improvement in profitability. The Fund achieved an IRR of 42% on the 
investment. 

To continue the expected growth path, Alto Partners, through Alto Capital III, 
retains the participation in Artebianca Natura e Tradizione S.r.l., the Tuscan 
company specialized in the production and distribution of "healthy" biscuits, 
which was spun off from Dolciaria Val d'Enza before the closing. 

 

Seller advisors  

Financial Advisor: Vitale&Co has managed all the phases of the operation 
(Alberto Gennarini and Valentina Salari).  



 
 
Legal Advisor: Dentons Europe Studio Legale Tributario (Alessandro Dubini 
and Filippo Frabasile). 

The operation has been managed for Alto Partners by Tommaso Molinaro e 
Mario Visioni. 
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ALTO PARTNERS 
 
Alto Partners SGR S.p.A. is the management company of independent private equity funds, whose 
investments are mainly focused in medium-sized industrial and service companies in Piedmont, 
Lombardy, Emilia Romagna, Tuscany and Veneto. As of today, the portfolio includes seven companies: 
Virosac (waste bags), Artebianca Natura e Tradizione (healthy biscuits), IPE-Visionnaire (luxury 
furnishings), Pastifico di Chiavenna (dietary and special pastas), Harbor (cosmetics and well-being 
products), La Suissa (chocolate) and Legami (stationary and gift items). 


